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Introduction

The South African socio-economic history started
with pastoral and agrarian communities which
had low levels of industrialization and small
needs for energy. The discovery of diamonds (in
the Northern Cape in 1867) and of gold (in the
Transvaal in 1886) heralded economic and
industrial development, with a concomitant
demand for energy. The energy needs of the
fledgling mines, and mining towns, were met by
the combustion of wood, cut locally, or by coal,
hauied laboriously from the primitive collieries,
and sold to the mining companies and townships
at high prices.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century
coal was mined on a small scale at Molteno in
the Cape Province, in northern Natal, at
Vereeniging in the Orange Free State, the east
and south Rand and at Witbank in the eastern
Transvaal. The rapid development of the gold
mines on the Reef, and to a lesser extent the
Cape diamond fields, provided the impetus for
the construction of a number of rail roads to the
mining centres. The railways provided the means
for bulk deliveries such as coal and heavy mining
equipment. This comparatively modern transport
system facilitated subsequent rapid and wide-
spread development of the interior. The gold and
diamond mines gave rise to many service indus-
tries and communities, all of which were con-
sumers of coal. The export and bunker trades
opened up through Durban and Delagoa Bay
(now Maputo) where steamships were topped up
with South African coal.
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Early mining machinery was steam driven,
the boilers being fired by coal. Electricity for the
mines and towns was provided by steam driven
electric power generators (erected on site). The
electrification of mining towns proceeded rapidly,
with the diamond mining town of Kimberley
having electric street lamps in September 1882,
ahead of London! In 1906 the Victoria Falls
Power Company Ltd (VFP) was registered with
the intention of harnessing the Victoria Falls to
drive generators for the supply of electricity to
Southern Africa. The hydro-electric project never
materialized and instead the VFP used Transvaal
coals as the primary energy source in thermal
power stations and by 1915 was operating four
power stations. The Electricity Supply Commis-
sion, Eskom, was established in 1923 and started
generating power in 1925. It took over the VFP
in 1948. Today Eskom is the major consumer of
coal in South Africa with an annual consumption
of about 70 Mt.

Due to lack of natural oil resources South
Africa had been totally dependent on foreign
supplies of petrol and diesel. To reduce this
dependence the South African Coal, Oil and Gas
Corporation (SASOL)was formed in 1954 and a
plant utilizing the Fischer -Tropsch oil-from-coal
process was built. The development of the steel
industry created a growing demand for metallur-
gical and steam coal.

In the 1970s, Japanese steel mill metallur-
gists were persuaded that suitably beneficiated
Transvaal coals could be used as a blend coking
coal for the Japanese iron and steel industry, and
a contract was signed for the export of 27 Mt of
the South African coal to Japan over 10 years,
commencing in 1976. The two-stage washing
process to produce the blend coking coal also
yielded steam coal as a by-product which was
suitable for export purposes.
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The existing port facilitiesat Durban and Maputo were
inadequate for this leve]of export, but fortunately the need for
an additional deep water harbour had been forecast as early as
1960, not only for coal but for other bulk commodities. The
construction of a new harbour at Richards Bay with a large
sca]e coal handling capacity, stockpiling and ship loading
facilities along with an adequate rail link to the interior equipped
with dedicated rolling stock was effected through the collabo-
ration of a number of South African mining houses under the
aegis of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal Company, and the
State. The Richards Bay harbour now hand1es in excess of
50 Mt of coal per year, while coal is still exported through
Durban and Maputo which can handle about 3,5 and up to
2 Mt/a respectively.

At present, coal provides nearly 76 per cent of South
Africa's energy needs. Imported oil, small scale generation of
nuclear and hydroelectric power and the use of timber for
domestic heating in rural areas provide the balance.

South African coal reserves

world coal deposits were formed during two main periods of
geological history, principally the Carboniferous epoch in the
northern hemisphere about 300 million years ago and the
Permian age in the southern hemisphere, about 50 million
years later.

Northern hemisphere coals were formed in conditions con-
ducive to the formation of coals rich in vitrinite and Iow in
mineral matter content. In contrast the Permian swamps of the
southern hemisphere existed in cold conditions related to the
ending of a massive ice age. Slow growth allowed the intrusion
of finely divided mineral matter in large quantities, present
today as the high ash component of the coal. South African
coals have a markedly lower vitrinite content than those of the
northern hemisphere with the exception of the seams in Natal
which have higher vitrinite and lower ash contents. Southern
African coal deposits are fairly level and shallow, with minimal
geological disturbances, the most severe being those associated
with the Karoo dolerites, intruded in the form of dykes and
sills. Extensive erosion has removed portions of the original
deposits (Figure 1).

The quality, thickness, and the number of seams in the coal
measures varies between fields. The greatest proportion of
South African reserves is bituminous steam coal while there is
a small proportion of coking and blend coking coal and anthra-
cite in Natal. In the Witbank, Natal and Soutpansberg coalfields,
the coals have inherently lower ash contents related to favour-
able conditions of deposition. With beneficiation, high quality
coals can be produced from the Waterberg and some of the
Springbok Flats seams in which the poor quality of the in-situ
coal is due to mainly to interbedded and interlaminated shales.

South African coals have generally lower sulphur levels in
comparison with those of many other world producers. The
average for export is 0,78 per cent, enabling South African
coals to be classified as 'Iow sulphur coal'.
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Figure 1-Coalfields of South Africa

South African coal reserves have lower volatile contents
than those of the international competitors, while straight
coking coals are sparse. To produce coal of a quality that is
acceptable on worJd markets, beneficiation of the raw product
is necessary to reduce the high ash content. The quaJity
improvement is obtained at the cost of lower yield, with an
increase in the cash cost of the saleable product. However,
beneficiation has the important consequence of consistency of
quality of the exported product, an attribute which is attractive
to consumers, especially utility operators. A downside to
beneficiation is the discard coal currently accumulating at the
rate of about 40 Mtpa, The industry is investigating ways of
disposing of this materia] in a constructive fashion, and so
minimise the pollution threat which it represents.

The reserve tonnages of the 19 South African coalfields are
about 120 Gt in-situand 55 Gt recoverable. The Waterberg
coalfield contains 46 per cent of total in-situ reserves. This area
is largely unexploited and undeveloped, besides being a con-
siderable distance from the Richards Bay port facilities. The
only mine operating in this field is Iscor's Grootegeluk which
produces metallurgical coal and steam for Matimba power
station. Together with the Waterberg, the Witbank and High-
veld coalfie]ds contain over 70 per cent of both in-situ and
recoverable reserves, It is fortuitous that the most widely
exploited coal fields have been situated in areas that are
reasonably close to gold mining and industrial development
(Table I).
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TableI
Approximate Annual Saleable Production Per Major
Coalfield in 1992

No.of
Mines!

Coalfields

Annual
Saleable

Production
%

37
11

44,1
33,6

2
1
8
9
8
1
1
4

9,9
5,2
1,6
2,9
1,4
0,1
0,5
0,7

82 100,0

The Witbank and Highveld coalfields are the source of
nearly 80 per cent of annual production.

Coal production and sales

South African coal production grew by 8,3 Mt to 184,2 Mt in
1993 (TableII). .

Electricity generation, synfuels and exports account for'the
biggest offtake of coal amounting to 166,7 Mt, or 90,5 per cent
of the total.

Table J/

Market Sectors of Consumption of Anthracite and
Steam Coal in 1993

Tons

73,574,094
51,710,694
41,258,564

6,771,449
5,455,506
4,729,034

606,368
93,748

3,090,211

181,109,246

184,199,457
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The South Africanmining industry has clusteredownership
or controlof mines through 'mining houses' or 'groupS'.The
system was established early in the history of gold mining,
largely because of the need to mobilize money for investment
in new ventures. Also, with the shortage then of technical
skills, the mining houses provided much needed technical input
into the mines. As the gold mining industry progressed, the
South African mining houses used profits to acquire mineral
rights to a variety of minerals, including coal. When industrial
and economic progress presented opportunities for the esta-
blishment of large new collieries to supply coal to power stations,
the mining houses were eminently placed from a financial and
technical point of view to manage and fund these projects.
Similarly they were able to provide the investment in mines,
infrastructure and port facilities that enabled South Africa to
take part in the exciting growth in world seaborne coal trade
since the mid-seventies (Table Ill).

Table 11/

Saleable Production of Coal by the Major Mining
Groups in South Africa -1993 Financial Year

Company

100,0

Total, %

Ameoal
Sasol
Randeoal*
Trans-Natal
Iseor
JCI*
Goldfields
Duiker
Other

24,9
22,0
18,3
18,2
7,1
4,5
1,7
2,5
0,8

Total

The tonnages shown for Randcoal, Trans-Natal and JCI
include coal mined on behalf of joint venture partners. The
difference in tonnage (totals) depicted in the previous two
tables is a result of stockpile movements and the difference in
individual company year ends.

Four major mining groups accounted for over 83 per cent of
the country's coal production in 1993 (Table IV).

The same four major groups hold the bulk of the country's
coal reserves. These reserves were purchased piecemeal over
the past 100 years and represent the 'treasure chest' of coal
mining companies. The technical and financial ability of mining

Table IV

Coal Reserves Held by the Mining Companies
(Tons x 106)

Operating

4000
2800
4300 '

150
300

2600

14150
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Company Million tons Shareholding, %

Amcoal 12.55 23.68
Trans-Natal 11,20 21,13
Randcoal 10,70 20,19
Shell 6,63 12,51
JCI 3,90 7,36

Total 3,01 5,68

Duiker 3,14 5.92
Goldfields 1,23 2,32
Kangra 0,64 1,21

Total 53,00 100,00

Importing Country 1982 1993

EEC 17,2 28,1

- Italy 2,8 2,1

- Portugal 0,0 2,3

- Spain 0.5 5,3

- Greece 0,1 0,9

-UK 0,0 0,8

- Eire 0.0 0.2
- France 5,1 2,3

- Denmark 3,4 3,1

- Belgium 2,5 2,4

- Holland 1,9 4,6

- West Germany 0,9 4.1
REST EUROPE 0,0 0,6

- Malta 0,0 0,3

- Switzerland 0,0 0.2

- Yugoslavia 0,0 0.1
MIDDLE EAST 0,4 3.8

- Israel 0,4 3,2

- Turkey 0,0 0,6

FAR EAST 8,6 19,5

- Japan 5,9 4,9

- South Korea 1,5 4,5

- Taiwan 0.6 5,8

- Thailand 0,0 0.1

- Hong Kong 0,6 4,2

USA 0,6 0.1
SOUTH AMERICA 0,0 1,4

- Argentina 0,0 0,3

- Brazil 0,0 1,1

OTHER 1,4 0,0

Total 28.1 53,5

Coal ami progrcss: The South African story

companies to turn the reserves to account ensures their future
prosperity, and their positions as wealth generators and
responsible employers in South Africa.

Three of the larger producers dominate the coal exports-
Amcoal. Trans-Natal and Randcoal collectively own 65 per cent
of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal, entitling these companies to
34,45 Mt of a total annual throughput of 53 Mt (Table V).

Table V

ABCT Ownership at 53 million tons per annum
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Figure 2-Growth of domestic and export sales in South Africa

The growth of South Africa's coal output increased dramat-
ically since the mid 1970s, which coincided with greater offtake
from Eskom, and, in 1976 the start of coal exports out of
Richards Bay. The steady growth in coal production and the
smooth transition into exports is a credit to the management of
the South African coal industry.

South African exporters have overcome the inherent quality
disadvantages of the reserves by producing a washed, saleable
product of a predictable and consistent quality at competitive
prices, South Africans have an unblemished record of meeting
international sales commitments-in nearly 20 years of major
export effort, coal exporters have filled every order on time
(Tablc VI).

The principal destination of South African coal is Europe,
with Spain, Germany and Holland being the major consumers.
Approximately 36 per cent of the export coal goes to the Far
East with Taiwan, japan, Korea and Hong Kong all being major
consumers, South Africa is well placed geographically as an
exporter to service both the Eastern and European markets.
International prices, rail and freight rates, and the Rand/Dollar
exchange rate play a major role in the fortunes of South
African coal exporters.

~ 332 Ilr

Table VI

South African Coal Exports 1982-1993 (Million Tons)

1993

The South African coal industry operates without Govern-
ment interference. Initially, an export allocation system was in
force, permits were granted to companies in line with Govern-
ment's policies concerning contribution to domestic energy
requirements, regional development, and the maximum utiliza-
tion of the country's coal reserves. The present ownership of
the facilities at Richards Bay Coal Terminal reflects this policy
which has since been abandoned. At present, the only constraint
on export coal volumes is the ownership of export throughput
at a coal exporting harbour. At one stage the Government
controlled the domestic coal price in four different grades, with
prices being reviewed annually. Price control was abolished in
1988, and the industry is now completely free of Government
control.

Recently there has been a move by some producers,
including a few current shareholders in RBCT to consider the
building of another coal export harbour at Richards Bay, At
this stage there is no clear indication that this will happen. An
important component in the price of South African coal exports
is the rail tariff which is currently almost equal to the FOR price
of coal. For viability of the industry it is imperative that rail
costs be tightly controlled. The current rail contract with
Spoornet expires in March 1995, and is being re-negotiated.

The RBCT can handle a maximum of 24 trains per day
made up typically of 200 wagons, the two types used have
payloads of 58 and 82 tons. The port authority limits vessels to
a maximum deadweight of 200 000 t with a maximum draught
and beam of 17,5 m and 47,25 m respectively.
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Internationally traded sea-borne steam coal has suffered
from oversupply over the past decade, leading to weak prices.
A number of factors have contributed to turning this situation
around in 1994, including the prolonged strike by the United
Mineworkers of America trade union, and the sharp increase in
rail tariffs in what was previously Russia. While there may
have been interim fluctuations in prices, in general the price of
coal in 1994 was only equal to, or less than the prices obtained
about a decade ago (Figure 3).

US$/TON F.O.B
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Figure 3-South African steam coal exports -historical ENEL f.o.b.
contract prices

The oversupply situation stemmed from the oil crises in the
1970s, which saw some of the major Western oil producers
invest in large mining ventures. At that time the outlook for
prices was optimistic, but given the lead times in some of these
projects, production came on stream when the world economy
was weak and the demand for coal had fallen, both for power
generation and for steel production. While export tonnage
through Richards Bay has grown during this period, it is never-
theless acknowledged that the competitiveness of the South
African industry has been eroded by domestic inflation. The
decision to expand facilities at Richards Bay further, will depend
on the outlook for prices for South African coal exports coupled
with the projected capital cost of the expansion. The share-
holders of Richards Bay, in anticipation of an upturn in prices
have established various alternatives for expansion ranging
from increased throughput due to improvements in efficiencies,
through to extensive infrastructural change. A likely scenario is
an annual increase of 2 MUa which will take the port from
54,5 MUa to 72 MUa. Coal exports through Durban are likely to
remain at 2 MUa in the short term and Maputo, at 0,4 MUa.

The Joumal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Coal for power generation

Eskom has a net installed maximum capacity of about 37 GW,
while demand peaked at 23 GW in 1993. Electric power is
supplied by 9 coal-fired power stations, one nuclear station, a
pumped storage scheme and a hydroelectric scheme which all
feed the national grid. The major electric consumption sectors
are bulk sales to municipalities, industry and mining. Due to
the shortage of water in South Africa there has been a swing
towards dry-cooled power stations. Conventional liquid cooling
systems of large coal-fired power stations use roughly 150
million litres of water a day, when generating at full capacity.
Of this, 80 per cent is lost through evaporation in the cooling
towers. In the direct dry-cooling system, air is passed over heat
exchange surfaces, similar to a car radiator, dissipating the
heat and condensing the steam to water (Table VII).

Table VII

Eskom Comparative Statistics

1993

73,60
22,47
28,48

Eskom has experienced considerable growth in power
generation, but this has tapered off since 1988, reflecting a
downturn in the South African economy. A unique feature of
Eskom has been the utility company's ability to burn low
quality coal which is abundant in South Africa, allowing the
better quality coals to be available for exports. The high infla-
tion rate in South Africa makes it essential that the coal supply
contracts between the mines and Eskom are inflation linked.

An important initiative being followed by Eskom is the
'provision of electricity for all' campaign. Presently 60 per cent
of the houses in South Africa do not have electric power and
the campaign aims to rectify this by stepping up new domestic
connections to 160 000 a year. Eskom has also entered into a
compact with Government, endeavouring to reduce the real
price of electricity by 20 per cent over 5 years (by 1996).
Eskom remains on track in honouring this commitment.

Coal for synfuels

The commercially viable conversion of coal into oil and gas has
been successfully carried out by Sasol Ltd which started opera-
tions in 1953. The 1973 oil scare and the subsequent increases
in petroleum prices lent impetus to the construction of a second
plant in 1981. A third plant was commissioned later. The coal
feedstock to the plants is sourced from Sasol's own collieries,
which produced 40,2 Mt in 1993. Sasol's chemical division
produces polymers, solvents, phenols and waxes, much of
which is exported. A joint venture was recently formed with
AECI,which produces plastics and chlor-alkalis. The fertilizer
and mining explosives divisions'mainly supply the local market,
and an acrylic fibres plant was opened in Durban. Sasol's sale
of liquid fuels amounted to 8,7 million kilolitres in 1993, while
gas sales to industrial consumers has been increasing. Sasol
has an excellent reputation for quality products, innovation,
productivity and research.
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Gold 23239 23 239
Coal 5215 4459 9674
Platinum 5189 5189
Iron Ore 323 956 1279
Copper 449 587 1 036
Manganese 176 373 549

I

Limestone & Lime 529 7 536
Nickel 201 256 457
Other 1861 2884 4745

Total 8754 37 950 46 704 ]
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Coal for industrial and domestic consumption

Demand for coal for the domestic and industrial markets has
declined by 11 Mt over the last decade to 12 Mtla in 1993. The
domestic sector of the market has suffered from weak demand
due to the prolonged economic recession, and an oversupply of
coal which has had the effect of driving prices down. During
this period electricity has become dominant, since Eskom offers
a more efficient conversion of coal into usable energy. On the
transport side, steam trains have been phased out in favour of
diesel and electric units. In developed areas domestic heating
by coal is now being superseded by electricity. The relatively
inefficient municipal power stations have been mothballed,
with electricity being supplied in bulk by Eskom's large, more
efficient units. All of these factors have contributed to the
reduction in demand for coal in local markets (Figure 4).
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Figure 4-South African domestic coal consumption - by sector

The iron and steel sector of the market traditionally requires
coking coal for the steel-making process. There are only limited
reserves of coking coal in South Africa and the biggest iron and
steel producer, Iscor, imports small quantities to supplement
supplies from its own mines. Current consumption of coking
coal is 6,5 Mtla. lscor has made good progress with the Corex
process which limits Iscor's dependence on coking coal. The
plant consists primarily of a dual chamber rectifier. Sized coal
is used in the process, thus the quality requirements of coal for
this steel works can be met by South African steam coal rather
than by imported coking coal. There is one such plan operational
at present, with another due for commissioning later this year.

Table VIII

I Revenue from Mineral Sales in 1993 (Rand x 106)

I
I Commodity Domestic Export Total

~ 334

I Contribution to the economy

Coal is the second largest foreign exchange earning mineral
after gold, ranking ahead of platinum, iron ore, copper and
manganese. In addition to the direct revenue from sales and in
keeping with other minerals, coal mining has a multiplier effect
on the economy. Equipment and service providers, railway and
port authorities, loca] communities as well as the dependants of
employees. all benefit from the coal industry.
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Figure 5-South African coal mines fatality and reportable injury rate -
based on labour in service

I

I

Safety

I

The injury rate on South African coal mines has declined
steadily over the past decade (Figure 5).

Regretfully, however, the fata] injury rate has been marred
I by a series of multiple accidents caused by methane gas explo-

sions. Current regulations under the Minerals Act make exten-
sive provision for dealing with methane gas underground in
collieries, and the coal-mining industry has gone to great lengths
to involve employees in mineaccident prevention via safety
representatives and safety committees. In addition to this, each
employee working underground in a South African coal mine is,
required to carry a self-contained self-rescuer which supplies
the wearer with sufficient oxygen to reach an underground
rescue bay or an exit from the mine.

The coal industry funds extensive research into methane
gas and coal dust explosions through the Safety in Mines

i Research Advisory Committee (SIMRAC) which has as its
chairman the Government Mining Engineer. The ambit of
SIMRAC's activities are comprehensive, extending over the
entire spectrum of mine safety.

Mines have their own safety campaigns and many make
use of the Mine Safety Management System under the aegis of
the Chamber of Mines Mine Safety Division. The Nationa]
Occupational Safety Association also conducts an industrial
and mining safety programme to which many mines subscribe.
The employment of safety officers is obligatory in terms of
statute.
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A Commission of Enquiry into Safety and Health in Mines
has recently completed hearing evidence from various parties.
The Commission has a wide-ranging brief to investigate all
aspects of safety and health on mines and to make recommen-
dations to the Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs. Current
opinion is that the difference between views of the industry
and those of the major miners' union, The National Union of
Mine Workers is one approach to the problems, which have
been identified.

Employment

In comparison with the labour intensive gold mines, South
African collieries are relatively small employers of labour. Coal
mining in this country has moved towards greater mechaniza-
tion and higher productivity. This has been made possible by
the ready availability of modern coal mining equipment, which
can be adapted successfully to operate in South African condi-
tions. In order for the export business to remain internationally
competitive it has been necessary to focus strongly on improving
productivity, which is currently well below Australian and
United States standards in spite of South Africa's comparatively
favourablemining conditions (TableIX).

Table IX

Employment Levels on South African Coal Mines

Sales, Tons
No. of Employees
Tons/Employee/Month

184 Mt
66000
232,32

1993

Over the past 12 years, coal production has risen by 54 Mt
to 184 Mt in 1993 while manpower dropped from 130000 to
66 000 employees respectively, showing a 280 per cent
improvement in productivity.

The seven major trade unions and staff associations
operating in the coal industry negotiate pay and conditions of
employment annually with the employer body, the Chamber of
Mines. These Unions, particularly the National Union of Mine-
workers have been very active in the area of occupational
health and safety, environmental conditions on mines, and
provision of training for employees who have been affected by
redundancy programmes. There has been an increase in the
number of social and economic issues of regional and national
importance which are being discussed.

Relationships between employers and employees fall within
the ambit of the Labour Relations Act. The Act provides for the
conduct of sophisticated collective bargaining, defines the con-
cept for labour dispute resolution procedures and also protects
the principle of freedom of association.

The industry has non-discriminatory codes of employment
and relies upon qualifications and merit for advancement. In
line with the spirit of the 'New South Africa' most responsible
employers in the industry are embarking on affirmative action
programmes, and many have made impressive advances in this
regard.

Corporate social investment

The poor local and world economy of the past decade and the
harsh financial consequences of the sanctions campaign against
South Africa has left indelible marks on the society and the
economy in this country. Numerous communities are impove-
rished, many South Africans have the most rudimentary and
inadequate education. The overall problem is one of gratuitous,
internecine violence coupled with crime. Business has had to
take a part in the normalization of the society, out of a moral
sense of obligation and out of necessity as business cannot
survive, even less prosper, in such an environment.

Increasingly the private sector in South Africa, and the
formal business sector in particular, is becoming involved in
the needs of disadvantaged communities. The mining industry
is no exception and is extensively involved, at Mining House
and mine level. within the communities in a range of projects
of a charitable and self-help nature, embracing such areas as
wealth-creation projects and education. Randcoal, like other
coal houses is involved in a formal corporate social investment
initiative as a vehicle for service to the community and the
general public.

Table X

Possible Production by the Year 2000

~t

90-100
39-44
20 - 24
58 - 72

207 - 240

A number of factors impact upon the forecast for coal pro-

duction in South Africa over the next decade. Output is expected
to grow at a rate that will vary between 1,7 per cent per annum
and 3,9 per cent per annum up to the year 2000 and beyond.
For domestic demand to increase, economic growth is required.
Expansion of the economy of this country is dependent upon
the success of the political settlement, and with it, the economic
policies of the new government. If new capital investment is to
be attracted, the industry will have to improve its competitive
position. A key factor in realizing competitive advantage is that
of productivity of the work force.

The government has indicated that it wishes to change the
system of mineral rights' ownership in South Africa in order to
'return the mineral wealth to the people'. As yet Government's
position has not been clarified, but it is anticipated that sufficient
goodwill exists between the government and the industry to
enable talks on the subject to be fruitful.

The coal mining industry in South Africa is well established
and enjoys an excellent reputation internationally. The industry
intends capitalising on its main attributes: consistent quality,
reliability of supply and competitive pricing to ensure a contin-
uing, permanent place in the world for South African coal. .
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Engineering Week has offered to devote an issue of
Engineering Week's REPORT to AS & TS, at no charge to
AS & TS. (To those not familiar with the Engineering Week
Reports, they are an A4 'glossy' similar to the Business Day
and Financial Mail Survey), and this has been accepted by
the organizing committee.

The Report will feature contributions made by the
various disciplines represented by the AS & TS member
societies.

All member societies are requested to offer for consid-
eration those discoveries, inventions, advancements etc. of
their discipline which have a significant and uniquely South
African impact on the world's knowledge, technology or
processes. (Whatever it is, it is referred to as a 'device'
hereafter) .

Many devices have contributed to our scientific and
technological history. But because the 75th Anniversary is

an opportunity to look to the future, preference will be given
to devices still making a contribution today and those
forecast to make or to continue to make a contribution in
the future.

Engineering Week will undertake the detailed writing of
articles about the devices selected, based on interviews, old
documents or whatever material is available and offered for
consideration.

Such articles will need the enhancement of pictures,
diagrams, drawings and the like and these will have to be
provided by us and be available in a reasonably 'print ready'
form.

Please submit your proposals for devices to be featured
by the end of 1994 together with a copy of a completed
frontispiece for each, to the Secretary of the AS & TS who
will supply an appropriate form for completion. .
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